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Abstract— Visual localization is one of the primary capa-
bilities for mobile robots. Long-term visual localization in
real time is particularly challenging, in which the robot is
required to efficiently localize itself using visual data where
appearance may change significantly over time. In this paper,
we propose a cloud-based visual localization system targeting
at long-term localization in real time. On the robot, we employ
two estimators to achieve accurate and real-time performance.
One is a sliding-window based visual inertial odometry, which
integrates constraints from consecutive observations and self-
motion measurements, as well as the constraints induced by
localization on the cloud. This estimator builds a local visual
submap as the virtual observation which is then sent to the
cloud as new localization constraints. The other one is a delayed
state Extended Kalman Filter to fuse the pose of the robot
localized from the cloud, the local odometry and the high-
frequency inertial measurements. On the cloud, we propose a
longer sliding-window based localization method to aggregate
the virtual observations for larger field of view, leading to
more robust alignment between virtual observations and the
map. Under this architecture, the robot can achieve drift-free
and real-time localization using onboard resources even in a
network with limited bandwidth, high latency and existence
of package loss, which enables the autonomous navigation in
real-world environment. We evaluate the effectiveness of our
system on a dataset with challenging seasonal and illuminative
variations. We further validate the robustness of the system
under challenging network conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization is one of the fundamental requirements for
autonomous robots such as driverless cars, inspection robots
and service robots. Visual localization is of great interest as
the sensor of camera is very mature for consumer market
application, which is especially favorable in places where
GPS is unavailable. The main challenge that prevents visual
localization from deployment on the robot is the robustness
against changing appearances. Specifically, as the environ-
ment is not static in long term, the appearance can be affected
by many factors, such as illumination, season and weather.
Some methods have been proposed to address this challenge
by improving the feature matching [1], promoting the search
effectiveness [2], and introducing invariant high level se-
mantics [3]. Unfortunately, most methods are computational
intensive for an on-board processing unit carried by the robot.
Furthermore, storing and loading of the whole map are also
unavoidable consumptions of the resource.
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Fig. 1: The framework of the cloud-based visual inertial lo-
calization method. The method consists of a client subsystem
which is applied on the robot for real-time pose estimation
and a cloud subsystem designed for localization with priori
laser map. The “KFs” is short for “keyframes” and “MPs”
is short for map points. The “comm” represents the commu-
nication module that is used for message transportation.
With the development of cloud computing, partial compu-
tation burden on the robot can be transferred to the cloud to
achieve robust localization in real time with limited onboard
resource. Cloud robotics have demonstrated their potential in
wide applications such as assembly, delivery and planning.
Visual simultaneous localization and mapping (VSLAM)
on the cloud has also gained popularity recently [4], [5].
In these works, the main focus is to build a consistent
map on the cloud, while drifted position feedback on the
robots provided by visual odometry might not satisfy the
requirement of autonomous navigation. There are also some
works dealing with the visual localization on the cloud [6],
[7]. For example in [6], the cloud receives a keyframe from
the robot, estimates the global pose and sends it back to
the robot. The robot then integrates the global pose into its
local visual inertial odometry (VIO) to eliminate the drift.
However, when this method are applied to the long-term
localization, pose estimation from only one keyframe might
be unreliable due to the insufficient inliers, leading to instable
local estimation. In addition, these works rarely discuss
the challenges on data transmission such as package loss,
network delay and limited communication bandwidth, which
could be a bottleneck of the system in the real scenario.
In order to improve the robustness for localization, there is
another line of methods that aggregates the local observations
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to generate larger field of view for localization [8], [9].
Although this is a promising direction for long-term appli-
cations, it may not be directly applicable to cloud robotics,
as these methods use sliding-window based estimator that
requires multiple frames, leading to more data transmitted
through the network. Therefore, the core problem for long-
term localization on the cloud is the balance between the
estimation quality and the network communication.
In this paper, we propose a long-term localization system
for cloud robotics. To improve the robustness on localization,
we consider two sliding windows in the loop to overcome
the instability of the single frame estimator. To address the
bottleneck on data transmission, we propose an information
sparsification method to effectively transmit compressed data
through the limited bandwidth communication. We also
adopt a delayed state filter to compensate for network latency
and package drop. As a result, the local estimation of robot
fusing the VIO and the localization information can be
drift-free in real time, which is important for autonomous
navigation. In summary, the contribution of the paper can be
presented as follows:
• We divide the double sliding windows estimator to the
robot and the cloud to aggregate the local observations
to larger virtual submap observations, which achieves
more robust alignment against the map.
• We present an information reduction method based on
sparsification to control the data through the network,
so that the requirement of the limited bandwidth can be
satisfied.
• We build a system for long-term visual localization
on the cloud that achieves the onboard drift-free pose
estimation in real time, which is indispensable for
autonomous navigation.
• We conduct experiments on real world data across
seasons to demonstrate the performance of the system
in long-term localization, even under the challenging
network conditions.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows.
In Section II some related works about long-term visual
localization and cloud-based architecture will be introduced.
And we give a overview of our framework in Section III.
The details of the cloud-based visual localization system are
demonstrated in Section IV. In Section V, the experimental
results are analyzed to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Conclusions and some thoughts about
future works are shown in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
VIO uses low-cost visual sensors aided by inertial instru-
ments to provide precise and high-frequency relative pose
estimation along the robot trajectory. With the development
of VIO using onboard resources, a real-time positional
feedback for robot autonomous navigation becomes possible.
Generally, there are two branches of methods in this area.
The first branch utilizes a nonlinear filter to estimate the
pose, which is very efficient and light-weighted, thus is
suitable for mobile platform with limited computational
resources [10], [11]. Another branch of methods leverages
non-linear optimization techniques based on local keyframes,
i.e. local bundle adjustment [12], [13]. The optimization
based methods can achieve higher performance than the filter
based solution, but require more computational resources
when the sliding window is long. However, the positional
feedback by both branches of methods mentioned above are
only reliable in short time as VIO has drift in long duration,
calling for correction from the localization.
Visual localization in long term remains a open question
in the community as the feature matching involving lots of
outliers. Some researches resort to the more robust laser map
for localization. In [14], multi-session laser and visual data
are used to optimize the laser map and extract the salient
and stable subset for visual localization. [15] leverages
stable depth information recovered from stereo cameras for
registration with prior laser map. Another way to improve
localization performance in changing environment is to ag-
gregate the variation in long term. In [16]–[19], topological
graph is proposed to manage experiences from multiple
sessions of data, where nodes encode sensory data and edges
encode relative transformations. Whenever localization fails,
measurements are added to the map to enrich diversity, which
helps future localization. Note that both classes of methods
call for intensive computation to match the feature in a large
map and solve sliding-window based optimization for more
robust pose estimation.
Instead of local features, the global image feature is shown
to be more robust to appearance change. In [8], [20], they try
to find the topological localization through place recognition
and give satisfactory performance. In spite of the faster
computation, this class of methods fail to provide metric
localization, thus insufficient as a positional feedback for
navigation.
Cloud computing provides a potential solution to real-
time resource-aware SLAM and localization system, where
intensive computation can be transferred to high-end servers,
leaving light-weighted algorithms running on the robots. [6]
uses keyframes to track the pose of camera locally and
sends keyframes to the server for global localization. The
single frame localization suffers from the large percentage
of outliers when appearance variation exists, thus brings
instable estimation to the robot. [5] also utilizes single
image data to infer loop closure, thus impacted by the
similar problem. In addition, the images are sent over the
network in these two methods, which may require high
bandwidth. Some methods designed for cooperative system
demonstrate insights for the resource-aware problem. [21]
proposes an efficient solution for the cooperative mapping
problem by introducing augmented variables to parallelize
the computation. To decrease the bandwidth requirement, [4]
employs sparsification methods to compress the edges, which
is also utilized in our system.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
To achieve the robustness against the long-term variances,
we employ a laser map to align the visual observations
so that the robot can be localized [14]. The reason of
using a laser map is that the 3D geometric structure is
invariant to illuminative and perspective changes. Therefore
the alignment is designed based on the geometric error
between the local visual map points and the laser map points.
This error is incorporated into the sliding window of the
local VIO to achieve tightly coupled optimization, so that
the accuracy of the laser map can be utilized to constrain
the odometry. In this process, intensive computation lies on
the nearest neighbor searching for data association and the
nonlinear system optimization. In addition, the laser map
requires memories for storage. Based on these analysis, we
set to transfer the data association and the map to the cloud,
and approximate the nonlinear system optimization with two
sub-problems for the robot and the cloud. Note that the
system presented in this paper can be applied for other type
of observation models.
A. Notation
We first introduce some notations that would be used
throughout the paper. We denote the inertial measurement
unit (IMU) frame as B and camera frame as C. For each
client robot, the coordinate of its VIO is represented as O.
And the coordinate of the laser map saved in the cloud is
denoted as W. We utilize Tij ∈ SE(3) to denote the transfor-
mation between frame i and j, in which the rotation matrix is
Rij and the translation vector is t
i
j. The transformation T
C
B
between IMU and the camera is assumed as known. The
localization output at timestamp k is defined as the pose of
the IMU represented in the laser map TWB (k).
During VIO, the state of the robot at timestamp k is
defined as the combination of pose TOB(k), velocity v
O
B(k),
the acceleration measurement bias term ba(k) ∈ R3 and the
gyroscope measurement bias term bg(k) ∈ R3. In this paper
the visual map points are denoted as Mv = {pv i} and the
laser map points as Mm = {pm i}.
B. Cloud-based visual inertial localization system
The whole system can be divided into the client subsystem
deployed on the robot and the cloud subsystem as shown in
Fig. 1. Wireless network is used to transmit data between the
two subsystem: from the client subsystem the selected states
and information are sent to the cloud, and the localization
result as well as the optimized states after map based
optimization are sent back to the client.
1) Client subsystem: Client subsystem consists of a
sliding-window based VIO and a delayed state Extended
Kalman filter (EKF) based client-cloud state fusion estimator.
The sliding-window based VIO calculates the pose TOB(t).
When a new keyframe is created, its state and the other
related keyframes in the sliding-window as well as their
observed visual map points are optimized. If information sent
from the cloud is related to the states in the sliding-window,
we also include the information within the optimization.
After optimization we build a set of new edges between
poses of keyframes and select the reliable subset of local
visual points, to form a virtual observation, submap, which
Fig. 2: The coordinates and their relationship represented in
this paper.
is aggregated from keyframes in the sliding window for
localization on the cloud.
The delayed state EKF based client-cloud state fusion
estimator utilizes the IMU information for integration and
use the localization results from the cloud as well as the
local odometry results for update. The results of this filter is
regarded as the output of the whole localization system on
the robot. This architecture makes the localization system
less sensitive to the packet loss and latency occurring in the
network, and the frequency of the output is high enough as
a real-time positional feedback.
2) Cloud subsystem: The cloud subsystem calculates the
laser map aided localization optimization after receives the
packets from the client, which utilizes the cloud resources to
deal with data association and the numerical optimization of
the large nonlinear system. The whole map is pre-loaded in
the memory for further faster computation, which may not be
practical for limited resources on the robot. In addition, the
virtual observations sent from the robot is further aggregated
in a sliding window on the cloud, so that the alignment
against the map can be more robust. After optimization, the
localization result as well as the optimized states that might
still exist in the current sliding-window of the robot are sent
back from the cloud according to the computational time and
network latency.
IV. SYSTEM MODULES
A. Sliding-window based visual inertial odometry
On the client robot, the sliding-window based VIO is
implemented based on the architecture in [22]. The robot
state is tracked in the front end. When a frame is selected
as a new keyframe, the inertial measurement aided local
bundle adjustment will be executed which minimizes the
reprojection, preintegration and the bias error terms related
to the sliding-window. The graph model is described in Fig.
3(a), in which the reprojection error for the ith visual point
pvi and jth keyframe is formulated as
ereproj(i, j) =ρ((pi(pv i,T
O
Cj
)− ui,j)TΩbai,j
(pi(pv i,T
O
Cj
)− ui,j))
(1)
where ρ(·) is the robust kernel and Ω represents the corre-
sponding information matrix. TOCj is denoted as the camera
Fig. 3: This figure shows the related graph models that have shown up in this paper. (a) denotes the original graph model of
the inertial measurement aided bundle adjustment and the length of the sliding-window is 4 in this case. (b) demonstrates
the marginalization results within the Markov Blanket (marked out with imaginary line) after the nodes of velocity and bias
are removed from the graph. And (c) denotes the graph model with the built virtual observations from the information in
(b). (d) is the model used in our VIO system which merges the constraints sent from the cloud. (e) relates to the graph
model in the localization optimization.
pose of the jth keyframe, which can be deduced from the
corresponding IMU pose TOBj and the calibration term T
C
B.
ui,j represents the 2D image feature point of pv i observed
by the keyframe j, and pi(·, ·) denotes the reprojection
function. The preintegration error term epreint and the bias
error term ebias for keyframe i and k is defined as
epreint(i, k) = ρ([e
T
R, e
T
p , e
T
v ]Ω
pre
i,k [e
T
R, e
T
p , e
T
v ]
T ) (2)
ebias(i, k) = ρ(e
T
b Ω
bias
i,k eb) (3)
where the error terms eR,ep,ev and eb are formulated as the
rotational, positional, velocity and bias errors following [13].
So the cost function Eiba can be deduced
Eiba =
∑
ereproj +
∑
epreint +
∑
ebias (4)
After optimization, the graph information is organized as
a submap and sent to the cloud for localization. To decrease
the demand for bandwidth, the velocity and bias nodes as
well as some unstable visual points are removed from the
graph.
1) Marginalize the velocity and bias nodes: The velocity
and bias nodes have strong correlations with the other states
in the graph. Directly marginalizing these nodes will bring
in a dense information matrix that requires more bandwidth
for transmission and a customized optimizer on the cloud to
deal with the n-nary factor. Nevertheless, the Markov blanket
of velocity and bias nodes does not include the visual map
points. We build a set of new binary edges between the
poses based on our previous work [23] which calculates the
optimal representation of the marginal distribution under the
divergence of Kullback-Leibler.
After local bundle adjustment the optimal local lineariza-
tion points of the states in the Markov Blanket have been
estimated. We first compute the information matrix Λm for
the graph in the Markov Blanket. For readability, here we
denote zi,j ∈ Z as the edges between node i and j in
the graph, and Ji,j as the corresponding Jacobian matrix at
the linearization points. The information matrix Λm can be
derived as
Λm =
∑
zi,j∈Z
JTi,jΛi,jJi,j (5)
Note that we set the oldest state in the Markov Blanket
as fixed so that the information matrix is invertable. By
permutating the entries, we define Λ′m as
Λ′m =
[
Λss Λsr
ΛTsr Λrr
]
(2)
where the subblock related to the kept poses is Λss, and the
subblock related to the removed nodes of velocity and bias is
Λrr. The subblock Λsr encodes the correlations between the
kept poses and the removed nodes. The Schur complement
Λt of the removed velocity and bias nodes is denoted as
Λt = Λss −Λsr(Λrr)−1ΛTsr (6)
This information matrix is dense and can be regarded as
a n-nary edge as shown in Fig. 3(b). To keep the sparsity
of the graph, we utilize the method proposed in [23] to
build a new set of binary edges, virtual odometry, between
the consecutive poses as shown in Fig. 3(c). We define the
Jacobian matrix of the virtual odometry measurement model
linearized at the current points as A and the corresponding
block diagonal information matrix we want to recover as X
X =
X1 · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · Xl
 (7)
in which l denotes the length of the sliding window. Matrix
A should be invertible as we have fixed the oldest pose in
this Markov Blanket, so each subblock Xi in the desired
information matrix X can be calculated as
Xi = ({AΛ−1AT}i)−1 (8)
where {·}i indicates the ith diagonal block with proper
dimension.
2) Select the robust visual map points: The visual map
points in the sliding window might have large depth uncer-
tainty that are not reliable to match with the laser map in 3D
space. Considering the robustness of cloud-based localization
and to further decrease the bandwidth requirement, we only
keep those visual points that are observed more than θ times.
3) Merge information from cloud-based optimization:
After the localization optimization from the cloud side,
besides the localization results we also send the optimized
relative transformations between keyframes and the posi-
tions of visual map points back to the client robot. These
measurements are defined as constraints for VIO as shown
in Fig. 3(d). So during bundle adjustment, if a new packet
of information from the cloud is received, the robot checks
whether it contains information that is related to the states
in current sliding-window. With this step, dynamic network
latency can be considered when updating the states. If the
visual map point p˜v i sent from the cloud still exists in
the sliding window, its optimized position is designed as a
measurement for pv i in the sliding window and we denote
it as the prior point error
epp(i) = ρ((p˜v i − pv i)TΩpti (p˜v i − pv i) (9)
If keyframe i and j that relate with the relative transfor-
mation T˜ij sent by the cloud exist in current sliding window,
T˜ij is utilized as a constraint for the poses of keyframe i and
j and we denote it as the relative transformation error
ert = ρ(Log((T˜
i
j)
−1Tij)
TΩrtLog((T˜ij)
−1Tij)) (10)
where Log(·) follows the definition in [24].
During bundle adjustment, the error terms (9) and (10)
as well as the original error terms (1), (2) and (3) will be
optimized together, based on which the precise geometry
information of the laser map could be used to promote the
performance of VIO. The cost function of our cloud-aided
bundle adjustment now is formulated as
Eiba =
∑
ereproj +
∑
epreint +
∑
ebias
+
∑
epp +
∑
ert
(11)
Note that the constraints (9) and (10) are not used to
construct the information matrix Λm in (5) to avoid the
information reuse.
B. Laser map aided localization on the cloud
The constraints of VIO are sparsified and sent from the
client robot after the optimization of bundle adjustment. The
information within the transmitted submap is defined with
respect to the coordinate of VIO. The transformation TWO
between the origins of VIO and laser map is initialized at
the beginning of localization as the first pose of robot with
respect to the laser map. This term is used to align the states
within the transmitted submap with the coordinate of laser
map
pWv = T
W
O p
O
v
TWB = T
W
O T
O
B
X = RWO X(R
W
O )
T
(12)
Here we do not include the variable TWO as a node for
optimization. Instead the oldest state in the new-coming
sliding-window is set as adjustable. The point-to-point and
point-to-plane constraints introduced from the laser map can
be formulated as
eptp(k, j) = ρ((p
W
m j − pWv k)TΩptpk,j ((pWm j − pWv k) (13)
eptl(k, j) = ρ((rn(k, j)npm j )
TΩptlk,j(rn(k, j)npm j )) (14)
where
rn(k, j) = (p
W
m j − pWv k)T · npWm j (15)
where npWm j denotes the normal vector of laser map point
pWm j. Combined with the reprojection measurements and the
virtual odometry measurements received from the robot, the
cost function for localization optimization is formulated as
Eloc =
∑
ereproj +
∑
ert +
∑
eptp +
∑
eptl (16)
which is represented as graph model shown in Fig. 3(e).
After optimization TWO will be updated and saved for each
client robot. Since this variable would not drift quickly, the
localization could survive even it can not receive information
from the client robot frequently due to the network latency
or packet loss.
The length of sliding window for VIO could not be
long in order to satisfy real-time performance. When it
turns to localization, the results might be trapped into local
minima if the environment has changed a lot. In this cloud-
based framework, we keep a longer sliding-window to merge
more environmental information in the cloud side for more
accurate and robust localization. When a new submap is
received, we will check whether the visual map points and
keyframes have been registered in the map database. If the
point or keyframe has been registered, the corresponding
item in the database will be updated by applying new state
estimation and appending new observations if possible. Or a
new item will be inserted into the database. After the update,
a long sliding-window related to the latest keyframe k is
established for localization optimization. Then the localiza-
tion result TWB k as well as the optimized points and relative
transformations will be sent back to the robot. Note that
to decrease the bandwidth burden, only the transformations
among the latest l keyframes (l is the length of sliding-
window in VIO) and their related visual map points will
be sent to the robot.
C. Client-cloud state fusion
After optimization in the cloud, the localization result TWB
will be sent to the client robot at a low frequency, which
could not satisfy the navigation requirement. The delayed
state EKF based client-cloud state fusion estimator is imple-
mented on the robot side to merge the localization results
with the local odometry for higher localization frequency.
We design the state fusion module based on the multi-
sensor fusion framework [25]. This module gives fusion
output at the frequency of IMU. When the client robot
receives the first localization result from the cloud, initial-
ization will be called to update the information of TWO .
During the working process, the current state TWB (t) of
the robot at timestamp t can be integrated from the IMU
messages. And the state at timestamp t could be updated
when receives odometry data TOB(t−to) from the client robot
or localization data TWB (t − tl) from the cloud. Note that
TWO is also formulated as a variable for estimation, which
aims to compensate the drift of visual inertial odometry.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed cloud-based
visual inertial localization method, we test it on the real
world YQ dataset that was also used for experiments in our
previous work [14]. The dataset was collected in a campus
which includes many dynamics such as the pedestrian, cy-
clist and significant appearance change across seasons and
weather as shown in Fig. 4. We utilize the same laser map as
in [14] for visual localization which was built based on 21
sessions of data collected along almost the same route within
three days in early spring, 2017. The data used for localiza-
tion was collected in summer and winter with a MTi 100
IMU and a pair of Pointgrey stereo camera. We also collected
laser data from a VLP-16 Velodyne LiDAR for groundtruth
generation following the other visual localization methods
such as [26]. We list the starting time and duration of data
collection in TABLE I. Inside the session “2017/08/24” was
collected along the opposite direction while the others along
the same direction of the route for map building. And the
session “2018/01/29” was collected after snow, in which the
environment had changed a lot compared with the one of
map building.
With the development wireless communication, many low-
power, wide-area (LPWA) technologies are studied to enable
communications among things in wide area [27], which
also provides powerful tools for the expanding of mobile
robots. Among them the promising technologies such as
narrowband internet of things (NB-IoT), have large network
latency up to 10s and low bandwidth about 250KB/s. In
our experiments, besides the performance under long-term
changing environment, we also test the robustness under such
network conditions.
We utilize a low-power laptop with an Intel i7-7500U CPU
as the client, and a computer with an Intel i7-6700 CPU
3.40GHz and 16G RAM as the cloud. All of the codes are
implemented in C++.
TABLE I: The overview of the YQ dataset
Map Building Dataset (early spring)
Day Starting Time
2017/03/03 07:52, 09:20, 10:23, 11:48, 12:59, 14:34, 16:05, 17:38
2017/03/07 07:43, 09:06, 10:19, 12:40, 14:35, 16:28, 17:25, 18:07
2017/03/09 09:06, 10:03, 11:25, 15:06, 16:31
Localization Testing Dataset (summer and winter)
Starting Time Duration Starting Time Duration
2017/08/23 09:40:13 16:31 2017/08/24 09:21:41 13:21
2017/08/27 15:22:11 17:03 2017/08/28 17:06:06 17:15
2018/01/29 11:09:15 14:59
Fig. 4: The satellite imagery of YQ dataset and some scenes
captured at different time.
TABLE II: The ATE results (m) of the localization method
tested in wireless network
Sequences ATE ATE Sequences ATE ATE
(median) (std) (median) (std)
2017/08/23 0.600 0.334 2017/08/24 0.587 0.528
2017/08/27 0.564 0.439 2017/08/28 0.623 0.354
2018/01/29 0.460 0.318 average 0.567 0.395
A. Evaluations in the real world situation
We first test the effectiveness of the proposed cloud-
based visual localization method in real world situation. The
communication between the client and server is set up using
the wireless network in the campus. The Absolute Trajectory
Error (ATE) [28] is utilized to evaluate the performance of
the localization method. We show the results of each session
of data in TABLE II and draw the localization trajectories
in the first row of Fig. 5. For comparison, we also draw the
trajectories of VIO in the second row of Fig. 5. As the results
show, the proposed cloud-based long-term visual localization
method could give satisfactory results in every localization
session bearing illumination, season or even heavy view point
changes. Compared with VIO, our method gives the robot a
long-term drift-free pose estimation, making the navigation
possible. And during the whole localization process, the
usage of bandwidth is around 40KB/s for transmitting the
whole messages from the robot to the cloud, and around
20KB/s for transmitting from the cloud to the robot, which
are much lower than the wireless connection standard.
B. Evaluations under different network conditions
Cloud-based localization method should be robust under
different network conditions. In this subsection we analyze
the performance of the proposed localization method when
facing network latency and packet loss.
To eliminate the uncertainty of the wireless network, in
this subsection we utilize a cable to connect the client
and server subsystem and changing the network conditions
manually. We evaluate the localization performance under
different conditions of packet loss and network latency using
the session of “2018/01/29”. The localization results are
Fig. 5: This figure shows the ATE errors mapped on the trajectories for each session of data. The subfigures in the first row
are related to the localization results of our method, and the subfigures in the second row are related to the results of VIO.
Fig. 6: The localization results of session “2018/01/29” under
different packet loss probability and network latency.
shown in Fig. 6 using boxplot. As we can see from the
first picture in Fig. 6, the localization errors do not increase
much when the packet loss probability is under 50%. And
the localization method could survive even when the packet
loss probability rises up to 70%, which effectively validates
that the proposed cloud-based visual localization method is
robust to packet loss.
As for network latency, in this case we intentionally
generate a network latency of the specific seconds every
time the localization results are ready for transmission, which
should be the worst situation the localization system would
meet under the conditions of network latency. From the
results we can see that the localization performance gradually
deteriorates along with the delay time. When the network
latency is large, the drifted states of the EKF based state
fusion localiser could not be adjusted in time, which makes
the localization output drifts heavily and difficult to converge.
Fig. 7: The localization results tested on different lengths of
the sliding window on the cloud.
Also large part of the optimized information sent back from
the cloud can not applied on VIO as the related keyframes
and map points left the sliding-window. But as the results
show, our system could still give acceptable localization
results when the delay time is less than 3s, and give rough
localization results when the delay time is no more than 5s,
which is more severe than lots of network condition in real
world environment, thus could validate the robustness of the
proposed localization method to network latency.
C. Effectivess of the divided double sliding-window archi-
tecture
We set different lengths of sliding window on the cloud
side to discuss the necessity and some issues about the di-
vided double sliding-window architecture. Since the length of
sliding window is related to the observation of environment,
here we utilize two sessions of data with different route
directions (“2017/08/24” and “2018/01/29”) for experiments.
The length of sliding window on the robot is 10 in our
work, so the test begins at the length of 10 in the cloud side.
We evaluate the localization performace with the length of
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. The results of each session are draw in
Fig. 7. As the results show, in session “2017/08/24” the lo-
caliser fails to achieve localization along the whole trajectory
with the length of 10 and 20. And in the two sessions the
localization performances grow better at first, then gradually
grow worse. In session “2017/08/24” the route is along the
opposite direction to the one for map building. We think that
the differences of the spatial distributions between the maps
built along different directories influence the performance of
localization, especially when the environment has changed.
Aggregating more information into sliding window could
relieve this problem. When the sliding window grows longer,
the variable TWO might drift. However, the drift would not
be taken into consideration during each optimization process
in the cloud. Thus the accuracy would decrease if the sliding
window is too long. So there should be a balance between
accuracy and robustness. We set the length of sliding window
on the cloud as 40 in other experiments in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a cloud-based visual localization method
is proposed, which is designed for robots with limited
resources to achieve long-term and real-time localization.
A novel robot-cloud localization architecture is proposed,
which could provide high-frequency and drift-free localiza-
tion estimation even in a low-bandwidth network with unpre-
dictable conditions such as high latency and packet loss. The
experimental results validate the long-term effectiveness and
also the performances under different network conditions are
discussed with quantitative analysis.
In the future, we would like to study on mapping the net-
work conditions and automatically selecting the coefficients
according to the network condition.
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